Contractual Obligations Assignment for Professor Jukier’s class

OPTIONAL Mid-Term Assignment worth 25% of total grade

Due: Part 1: Friday, March 15, 2013 (9 a.m.)
Part 2: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 (3 p.m.)

NOTE: There are 2 parts to this assignment and both are compulsory

NOTE: Students must e-mail their assignments to SAO and to me (rosalie.jukier@mcgill.ca) as well as put a hard copy into the box identified for such purpose on the 4th floor opposite the SAO

Assignments should be submitted by name

Part 1: (worth 75% of the assignment)

Part 1 of this assignment entails you writing an Op Ed piece to the Canadian Gazette (which you are to assume is a national bilingual newspaper in Canada) on any issue of Contractual Obligations that interests you and that you feel is a timely and newsworthy topic. The issue you choose can centre around a case, a legal doctrine, a legislative provision, a doctrinal article etc. As are typical for Op Ed pieces, yours should be in the range of 750 – 800 words (and please include your word count).

The following links provide very useful information about writing Op Eds and you should read them carefully before beginning.


Your Op Ed assignment will be marked according to 1) the topic chosen, 2) the content of your work, 3) its structure and 4) the manner in which it is written.

As the information in the above links suggests, although there are many potential voices to an Op Ed piece, an Op Ed is primarily an opinion piece that presents an informed and original view on a newsworthy topic.
The following link will take you to 4 recent Op Eds written by professors at McGill’s Faculty of Law. They are included for inspiration and example.


Part 2: (worth 25% of the assignment)

Part 2 of this assignment entails you reacting to another student’s Op Ed. This type of reaction takes the form of a Letter to the Editor. These letters or reactions are typically 250 – 300 words in length (and again, please include word count). After you send in your Op Ed on Friday, March 15, 2013, you will be sent, via e-mail, the Op Ed of another student in the class and your job will be to comment and react to it in the form of a Letter to the Editor.